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Statements in this White Paper which are not purely historical, including statements regarding 
Max Sound’s intentions, beliefs, expectations, representations, projections, plans or strategies 
regarding the future are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties 
including, but not limited to, the risks associated with the effect of changing economic conditions, 
trends in the products markets, variations in the company’s cash flow or adequacy of capital 
resources, market acceptance risks, technical development risks, and other risk factors. The 
company cautions investors not to place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements 
contained in this White Paper. Max Sound disclaims any obligation and does not undertake to 
update or revise any forward-looking statements in this White Paper.

Expanded and historical information is made available to the public by Max Sound Corporation 
and its Affiliates on its website www.maxsound.com.

SAFE HARBOR
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MAX-D is a proprietary audio process that restores lost, compressed sound harmonics and 
brings high definition sound to digital media. The MAX-D process can create HD audio from a 
compressed audio source (mp3. aac, etc.) while maintaining the original file size and format. 

The ear hears via hair cells that sit on the resonant basilar membrane in the cochlea. Each hair 
cell is effectively tuned to a narrow frequency band determined by its position on the membrane. 
Sensitivity peaks in the middle of the band and falls off to either side in a lopsided cone shape 
overlapping the bands of other nearby hair cells. A sound is inaudible if there are no hair cells 
tuned to hear it.

This is similar to an analog radio that picks up the frequency of a strong station near where the 
tuner is actually set. The farther off the station’s frequency is, the weaker and more distorted it 
gets until it disappears completely, no matter how strong. There is an upper (and lower) audible 
frequency limit, past which the sensitivity of the last hair cells drops to zero, and hearing ends.
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WHAT IS MAX-D?

THE SCIENCE OF HEARING

1:  Anatomical cutaway drawing of a human cochlea with the basilar membrane colored in beige. The membrane is tuned to resonate at 
different frequencies along its length, with higher frequencies near the base and lower frequencies at the apex. Approximate locations of 
several frequencies are marked.

2:  Schematic diagram representing hair cell response along the basilar membrane as a bank of overlapping filters.
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Throughout history, humans have attempted to capture, enhance and reproduce audio. During 
the past century almost every generation has used a different audio delivery system and player 
to reproduce audio, some advancemnts were superior and some were sub-par, most were 
convenient but inferior in quality.

AUDIO COMPRESSION & OPPRESSION

THE HISTORY OF AUDIO

The MP3 aims to minimize the amount of data that needs to be held, handled, and/or transmitted, 
this lossy  audio data compression algorithm takes advantage of a perceptual limitation of human 
hearing called auditory masking. When performing lossy audio encoding, such as creating an MP3 
file, there is a trade-off between the amount of space used and the sound quality of the result. 
Typically, the creator is allowed to set a bit rate (pieces), which specifies how many kilobits the file 
may use per second of audio. The higher the bit rate, the larger the compressed file will be, and, 
generally, the closer it will sound to the original file.

ABOUT MP3s & COMPRESSED
DIGITAL AUDIO
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The latest evolution in the reproduction of audio has been; digital audio files.

The most commonly used digtal audio file today is a Moving Picture Experts Group Layer-3 Audio, 
or better known as an MP3. The Mp3 has replaced Compact Discs (CDs), and once again, this shift 
in audio reproduction and delivery has transformed the way the general population listens, and as 
history repeats itself we have scaraficed the audio quality for conveience.



FLAC is a well-known lossless audio codec that is widely supported. It’s a lossless scheme that 
is able to compress a standard PCM sound file and then uncompress it back to its original form…
exactly. FLAC also supports metadata tags that make it better than other uncompressed file 
formats like WAV that contain only the audio. But it is still a compressed format…or so I thought 
until it was pointed out to me that the latest version of dBPowerAmp 14.4 (a popular software 
application that is able to convert an uncompressed PCM file into a FLAC file) has an option 
to produce a FLAC file that without any compression. Why did the programmers and software 
designers at illustrate (the company behind dBPowerAmp) choose to include “uncompressed” 
as a choice? The quick choice is because some audiophiles feel that compressing a file (even 
losslessly) changes the sound of the file. There are issues with using the FLAC Codec. One of the 
largest is its non-compatibility on many of the players and platforms used in the “music server” 
world. Although some PC software players and media servers support FLAC files the vast majority, 
including the Apple® product line, do not play FLAC files. 

FLAC files provide a vehicle for sound with a manageable file size. However, the files are still 
larger than MP3 files. Unfortunately, there is no point to distributing music in 24-bit/192kHz format. 
Its playback fidelity is slightly inferior to 16/44.1 or 16/48, and it takes up 6 times the space.

There are problems with the audio quality and ‘experience’ of digital audio, and 24-bit/192kHz 
solves none of them.

THE HISTORY OF AUDIO
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THE TRUTH ABOUT FLAC CODEC & 
OTHER “LOSSLESS” FORMATS



WHAT IS A BIT RATE & 
WHY DOES IT MATTER?
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A bit rate is the number of bits (pieces) per second that can be transmitted along a digital network 

Insert Normal Bitrate 

CD Audio File bit rate

MP3 bit rate

COMPARE TO MAX-D

128kbit/s or 256kbits/s – vs MAX-D MP3



THE FUTURE OF
AUDIO IS HD [ HIGH- 

DEFINITION ]

MAX-D HD MAX-D HDMAX-D HD MAX-D HD

STANDARD
AUDIO

STANDARD
AUDIO

STANDARD
AUDIO

High-definition is higher resolution than what is standard.

MAX-D IS HD AUDIO
Demonstrating Higher Resolution with MAX-D HD:
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VIDEO HD:  High-definition television (HDTV) resolution is 1,080 or 720 lines. Which results in a 
clearer more realistic picture, than standard definition video.

AUDIO HD:  If the above definitions stand true, the HD Audio will have more resolution and 
clearer sound than current MP3, AAC, or any compressed format. There are companies that 
simply increase the bit or sample rate, which doesn’t increase anything other than the size of the 
file. If the audio doesn’t have more definition and harmonic content than the original standard 
format audio, it is simply not HD Audio. MAXD does indeed increase the file to be HD Audio as no 
other competitor, and without increasing the file size of the original format.

MAX-D™ is to audio what HD (High Definition) is to video.
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A PICTURE IS WORTH A 
THOUSAND WORDS
Another way to visualize the MAX-D audio process is to think of an MP3 as being similar to the 
JPG quality for pictures (images). While smaller resolution pictures are often suitable for viewing 
on smart phone screens, they are not good for printing. Why? Because smaller JPG resolutions 
remove bits (pieces) of data from an image (which are often hard to see missing on a small 
screen); but cause for blurry photos if printed or viewed on a larger screen. MP3s vs HD Audio 
works in much the same way. MP3s may sound OK on small speakers (earbuds), but when playing 
the same MP3 through a quality sound systems or even bigger and better speakers, the poor 
sound quality becomes very noticeable.

WITHOUT HD WITH HD
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THE MAX-D PROCESS
MAX-D can reproduce dynamic range and harmonic content 
of CD-quality audio by analyzing and resynthesizing the bits 

discarded during lossy encoding for compression.

The MAX-D process gives more dimension, depth, and detail to compressed audio while the file 
stays the same size and format. There’s more to the HD Audio definition than simply making it 
larger or converting it. A 44.1/16 CD track can be converted to a higher 192/24 format, yet it still has 
the same harmonic and dynamic range of the original tract; however, it is much larger because of 
the conversion. TECHNICALLY IT IS STILL A 44.1/16 AUDIO TRACK WITH INCREASED FILE SIZE!
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CREATING A MARKET 
FOR BETTER AUDIO
MAX-D HD requires no special software, no altering of file formats and does not 
change the files size. Consumers get the convenience, as well as the better audio.

Does the consumer want better audio? The answer is definitely YES!  
Examples below:

CONSUMERS WANT BETTER AUDIO

BOSE SALES
Bose is known for being the premier 
manufacturer of loudspeakers, noise-cancelling 
headsets, automotive sound systems, amplifiers 
and headphones; with over 9,300 employees, 
this audio company had revenues of over 2.28 
billion dollars in 2011.

BEATS SALES
Beats’ growth has fuelled the overall 
headphone market in the US, which rose 
from $1.8 Billion in 2011 to $2.4 Billion in 2012, 
according to the market research firm NPD. 
Despite the increasing competition, Beats 
remains the market leader: it had 40% of all US 
headphone sales and close to 70% of premium 
priced headphone sales over the Christmas 
period. Its 2012 revenues rose from $298 
Million to $519 Million.
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ANYWHERE AUDIO CAN GO 
SO CAN MAX-D

MOBILE
Communication  |  Voice – Data  |  Entertainment

ENTERTAINMENT
Music  |  Movies  |  Audiobooks  |  Streaming Content  |  Live Events

MULTI-MEDIA
Computing  |  Gaming

CONSUMER
Home Theater  |  Portable Audio Players  |  Live Concert Sound  |  Automotive
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CONCLUSION

Consumers have unknowingly sacrificed better audio quality for portable convenience. 
MAX-D rectifies this problem by:

THE CASE FOR HD AUDIO

MAX-D DELIVERY & IMPLEMENTATION

MAX-D is the ONLY available solution that can deliver HD Audio in the existing formats without 
increasing the file size. While convenience is surely a large part of the consumer choice, there 
are several things that greatly affect their choices.

1.  The importance of the number of files that can be stored on a single device.
2. The ability to keep using their existing hardware and music.
3. The looming threat of bandwidth limitations in the near future for steaming & downloading music.
4. Cost - a typical FLAC album costs $25, AAC album costs $10, MP3 album costs $9 or less.

Eliminating the need for 
consumers or hardware 

manufacturers to change 
equipment or infrastructure

Analyzing what 
content is missing 

from the compressed 
audio signal

Dynamically restoring 
lost harmonics and 
natural sound fields 

in real time

Maximizing the output 
potential of any device 

without increasing 
original file size

The MAX-D process is the ONLY true dynamic process with the ability to deliver HD Audio on 
existing hardware in real time. Plus, the consumer has the ability to “customize” the playback as 
everyone wants to hear their music differently. The MAX-D process is available in three different 
versions, they are:

1.  Computer program           2.  Smartphone APP           3.  API
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PROPOSED SOLUTION(S) 
FUTURE OF AUDIO IS HERE

SOFTWARE PROGRAM - LINUX & WINDOWS 7/8

One version of the MAX-D programs is used in either a Linux or a Windows 7/8 computer. This 
gives the user a huge amount of control and processes audio in a fully dynamic fashion as no 
other audio processing program can. The program has the ability to simply restore or significantly 
change any audio, especially compressed formats. As the internet gets slower and fuller, the 
only resolution is more compression - UNTIL MAX-D! Now any user can experience clean, clear, 
dynamically enhanced audio without the need to encode/decode or use of proprietary formats. 
Existing hardware will be able to play HD Audio using one of our products.

We have conducted multiple tests with consumers and the end result is always 
the same. First (1) they want to know what they just heard, and second (2) how 
can they get it! Below are two visual representations of actual data before and 
after MAX-D processing:

COMPUTER PROGRAM

UNPROCESSED AUDIO MAX-D PROCESSED AUDIO

CONTINUES ON NEXT PG
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PROPOSED SOLUTION(S) 
FUTURE OF AUDIO IS HERE
COMPUTER PROGRAM

CONTINUED

Diagrams on page before, are frequency plots showing the MAX-D process has not only 
extended the audio range, but added or filled in audio that was compressed out. Below are phase 
plots showing how MAX-D has indeed increased the phase relationship of the audio. MAX-D 
gives the audio more clarity and depth when compared to the previous unprocessed audio.

Below shows a typical music track with a real time representation of MAX-D on and off. The 
extended lines represent MAX-D on while the flat portion represents the unprocessed audio.

MAX-D ON MAX-D ONMAX-D ON MAX-D ON

MAX-D OFFMAX-D OFF MAX-D OFF

UNPROCESSED AUDIO MAX-D PROCESSED AUDIO
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PROPOSED SOLUTION(S) 
FUTURE OF AUDIO IS HERE
SMARTPHONE APP

APP – EMBEDDED PROGRAM

The MAX-D APP is used on a smartphone with a least a 1 GHz processor. Android 2.3 and higher 
are supported with an iOS version available in the very near future. The APP is a full featured player 
with all the controls you would expect. Included are: genre settings for the consumer to choose 
the type of audio, a bypass for on/off functionality so the consumer can hear and feel the MAX-D 
difference and a harmonic tone control with three dynamic ranges for further customization.
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PROPOSED SOLUTION(S) 
FUTURE OF AUDIO IS HERE
API (APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACE)

API – EMBEDDED PROGRAM

The MAX-D API is a stripped down version of the App code, and is intended to be used in OEM 
(Original Equipment Manufacturer) devices. The API allows the OEM developers to design their 
own custom interface. NOTE: The genre presets can be customized by MAX SOUND if necessary 
for specific types or applications.

TECHNICAL DATA FOR MAX-D API - API INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW

The MAX-D library provides superior quality audio from compressed formats such as MP3, 
AAC, etc. The API allows you to select specific presets and to fine-tune your audio within three 
frequency ranges with the Wave Adjustment Tool (WAT©). The user GUI can be graphically built to 
the customer preferences, within the limits of the device the API is installed in. Additional custom 
presets can be created by MAX-D and inserted into the API upon approval.

The API for MAX-D is basic. The host application creates an instance of the MAX-D object, passing 
in a default buffer size and sample rate.  The host then simply calls the process routine as audio 
buffers become available.

MAX-D consists of a single shared library compiled for the target platform and delivered as a binary. 
The library is written in C++ and delivered with headers that can be used in either C or C++. 

CONTINUES ON NEXT PG
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PROPOSED SOLUTION(S) 
FUTURE OF AUDIO IS HERE
API (APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACE)

USAGE
In a typical implementation, the MAX-D library is inserted in the audio signal path immediately prior 
to the output. The host provides a single interleaved buffer or two mono buffers for processing. 
The processed buffer(s) is returned to the host for further processing. 

BUFFER FORMAT
Buffers must be provided in linear PCM format and can be 8, 16, 24, or 32 bits. Internally, the 
MAX-D processor converts the samples to floating point prior to processing. The samples are then 
converted back to the input format. MAX-D supports any sample rate; however changing from one 
sample rate to another requires creating a new instance of the MAX-D object.

PRESETS & EQ SETTINGS
MAX-D is preconfigured with presets that are tuned to different musical genres. A preset is set 
when a buffer is submitted for processing, and remains active until a different preset is selected. 
Wave Adjustment Tool (WAT©) equalization (low, medium, and high) is also available. Changes to 
equalization can only be made at the beginning of processing a new buffer.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR MAX SOUND MAX-D API
MAX SOUND MAX-D API software shall comply with the following audio specifications in 
production (when measured through a standard internet playback device):

 Audio data rate for two channels: PCM
 Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz+/-0.2 dB
 Dynamic Range: Greater than 85 dB
 Distortion: Less than 0.1% at 1 kHz
  Less than 0.5%, 20 Hz - 20 kHz

CONTINUED



MAX SOUND CORPORATION 
THE LONG-TERM FOCUS

ABOUT MAX SOUND CORP

ABOUT LIQUID SPINS

Tipping Point  |  Right time Right Product

MAX-D™ is to audio what HD (high definition) is to video. The MAX-D Audio Process makes 
everything sound better and can convert an audio file to high-definition quality while significantly 
reducing the file size by allowing the user to convert to MP3 or other compressed file types with 
the MAX-D process. Max Sound® and MAX-D™ are registered trademarks and patent pending 
technologies wholly owned by Max Sound Corporation.  All other trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. To learn more about the MAX-D Technology, visit www.MaxSound.com.

In late 2012, Max Sound Corp. purchased the assets of Liquid Spins, Inc. (liquidspins.com), a music 
distribution company.  Liquid Spins has agreements with all the major record labels to deliver DRM-
Free MP3s. This acquisition gives music consumers and retailers access to more than 9.5 million 
songs*, and Max Sound Corp.  worldwide exposure and adoption of MAX-D HD technology.
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* This service is not available in all markets.
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TRADEMARKS & 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All product and company names mentioned herein are the trademarks or registered trademarks of 
their respective owners. Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved. All other trademarks 
are property of their respective owners.

APPENDICES

Appendix A – Scenarios
{operational scenarios referenced in the problem statement}
Appendix B – Options

MORE SOURCES TO COME

MAX SOUND CORPORATION 
2902A Colorado Ave, 
Santa Monica CA, 90404 USA

888.777.1987
MAXSOUND.COM

MAX-D is a registered trademarks of 
MAX SOUND CORPORATION. MAX-D 
HD is a trademark of MAX SOUND 
CORPORATION. © 2013 MAX SOUND 
CORPORATION. All Rights Reserved.


